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   Challenges of the subject 
and the sources   

   Th e Byzantines and their leaders believed and proudly proclaimed that they 
were   Roman, that their empire was Roman, and that it was the continu-
ation and heir of the Roman Empire.     Th ey believed they had reconquered 
North Africa in the sixth century from the Vandals because it was divinely 
  ordained (“God in his mercy has delivered in his hands Africa and all of its 
provinces”) and a rightful restoration of   Roman rule “as far as the frontiers 
that were those of the Roman state before the invasions of the   Vandals and 
  Moors.”     Th e right-hand side of the bottom plaque of the famous   Barberini 
Ivory now in the Louvre celebrates stereotypical cowering   Africans with 
traditional elephant-ear head coverings (as well as trousered Asians) bring-
ing objects of submission and tribute to the Roman emperor, whom many 
specialists now identify as   Justinian I, who appears on horseback above 
that plaque.     Byzantine domination of Africa and Africans was a stock 
theme inherited from earlier Roman imperial art. It was a legacy that had 
become incorporated as a core element of sixth-century imperial prestige. 
Celebration of Byzantine domination of Africa and Asia made sense in the 
sixth century, as the Barberini Ivory attests, especially after the   Byzantine 
reconquest of Africa in –. However much the legacy of that victorious 
African political theme was fading in the following century, it had become 
a basic element of imperial political claims. Already by command of 
Emperor   Th eodosius I and during his reign (–), remains of Terentius 
and Africanus, two African saints who had met martyrdom in the third-
century anti-Christian persecution by Emperor   Decius, had been trans-
ferred to   Constantinople, for veneration and for the protection of the city.     

       Alexander   ; Maas   ; Averil Cameron  a ; Ahrweiler   .  
        Codex Justinianus  ..., and ...  
       Volbach and Dosogne   : , plate ; Kitzinger   : –, fi g. ; Wright   ; Cutler   ; 

Wessel   : –, esp. .  
       Th eodore Lector,  Eccl. Hist ., bk.   , c. ,  PG  .: . Commentary:  Acta Sanctorum , Antwerp 

, repr. Brussels, , vol. , April , pp. –. Holger Klein kindly provided this informa-
tion. Conant   .  
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So North African Christendom had long had a presence and an identifi ca-
tion of some kind with Constantinople. Early (fourth-century) deposits in 
the provinces of   Numidia and Mauretania   Sitifensis of what were believed 
to be precious fragments of the   True Cross bore testimony to North 
Africa’s long-term ties with   Christian sites in the eastern provinces of the 
  empire, and most notably the Holy   Land.     Here, as elsewhere, Byzantine 
  triumphalism foundered and crashed in the seventh century in the face of 
a surging Islam, but unlike the   fortunes of empire at Constantinople and 
in   Anatolia there would be no Byzantine recovery in North Africa. 

             

 Th is is a study from several perspectives of the end of that triumphal but 
poorly understood and unappreciated Byzantine era in North Africa with 
its administrative centers of   Carthage and of Constantine,   Numidia, 
linked with   Constantinople. It is controversial and debatable the extent to 
which the Byzantines dominated what modern historians have designated 
the Byzantine era in North Africa, or even whether it is valid to use the 
  term Byzantine Africa.     Nevertheless signifi cant regions of North Africa 
were subject to Byzantine imperial authority between  and the end of 
the seventh century. 

 Th e   breakdown of Byzantine and the emergence and expansion of 
Muslim political and military power in North Africa are the subject of this 
investigation. To an extent it is a study of the interaction of religious and 
military history, an investigation of sources, some of which are neglected, 
but it is not one into the disappearance of   Christianity in North Africa     
or the diverse and important issues of the conversions of autochthonous, 
that is, local,   Maghribi populations to Islam.     Th e military dimension is 
a fundamental one, but this is necessarily more than an investigation into 
military history, for ethnic, geographic, and religious elements combined 
in the seventh century to form a complex mix and process with multiform 
outcomes. Psychology played a role too. North African events, changes, 

       In  in Sitifensis:  CIL  Suppl.   , no. , and before  in Numidia:  CIL    , , no. ; 
Frolow   : –; Klein   : .  

       Charles Diehl    immortalized the concept of  L’Afrique Byzantine  or Byzantine Africa.  
       Handley   : –; Kaegi   ; Tilley   .  
       Cautionary and judicious remarks of John Wansbrough   : – against confl ating the Muslim 

conquest with the process of Islamicization. On the autochthonous North Africans, who are often 
called Berbers, whom others call Amazigh: Brett and Fentress   : –. In this book I prefer 
to use the term  autochthonous , not  Berbers , which, like the term  indigenous , is off ensive to some. 
Others prefer the term  local populations , which does not distinguish between Latinized and tri-
bally organized populations although binary polarization may also be inappropriate.  
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and conditions in the eighth century and later are important but outside 
the direct scope of this inquiry. 

 It might be argued that the subject at hand is less what the Byzantines 
did than how the locals responded to challenges and changing conditions. 
  Local agency, or more precisely, fragmented local agency, is important. Th e 
Romanized inhabitants (  Romano-Africans, Latin-speaking,   Catholic) of 
North Africa for their part may well have had reservations or ambivalent 
attitudes toward Byzantine offi  cials and the imperial government in the 
seventh century.     However, many North African subjects probably shared 
the sentiments of the contemporary   Isidore, Bishop of Seville, a polymath 
who died in the fateful year of . Despite his dislike for Byzantium, 
Isidore bluntly wrote of Constantinople “it alone is the equal of Rome 
in importance and power” and declared “it is now also the seat of the 
Roman Empire and head of the entire East, as Rome is of the West.”     Th e 
 process by which the imperial administration in North Africa had become 
overwhelmingly   Greek by the fi rst half of the fi fth  century  continued 
to  reinforce itself in the seventh century.     Many of these   Romanized 
 inhabitants, like the Byzantine offi  cial bureaucracy and military, viewed 
the arrival of the Muslim armies as an invasion or worse. But Romanized 
subjects were not the only inhabitants of North Africa. 

 Th is is a history of diff erent realities and narratives, whether or not 
of a new reality. Older forced historiographical categories are no longer 
 working. Th is is simultaneously a study of problems in Byzantine, Late 
Antique, North African or Mahgribi, and Early Islamic history. It 
 cannot and does not fi t simply into any binary polarization or into   older 
 conceptual categories of regionalizations. Yet investigation and historical 
expos ition also encounter diffi  culty, for Byzantine, Late Antique, North 
African, and Early Islamic elements never became neatly fused or tightly 
integrated in the initiatives and responses of the seventh century. 

                    

 First, some words about the scope, which includes events and changes in 
Byzantine Africa. “  Byzantine North Africa” means that region between 

          Greatrex   : . In general on identity: Barth   : –. Acceptable working defi nition of 
Romano-Africans by Conant   : : “Romanized Africans of Libyan or Punic extraction, as 
well as descendants of Italians, Greeks, or other inhabitants who had settled in the African prov-
inces of the empire. Distinguished from foreigners who include Vandals, Moors [non-Romanized 
autochthonous peoples], and Romans from other provinces.”  

       Isidore of Seville,  Th e Etymologies of Isidore of Seville , trans. S. A. Barney, W. J. Lewis, J. A. Beach, 
and O. Berghof (Cambridge: ): .., p. .  

       Millar   : –.  
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 and    , that is, most notably between the reconquest by Emperor 
  Justinian I from the Vandals, and the fi nal Muslim conquest of Carthage 
in  and the years that immediately followed. Th is study begins in the 
reign of Emperor   Heraclius (–), who originally seized power in North 
Africa in a civil war that raged from  to . Th e focus is on the years 
after  but owes much to excellent modern studies of conditions and 
trends that prevailed in North Africa before Heraclius. It terminates with 
the end of Byzantine political and military authority in North Africa at the 
end of the seventh and the beginning of the eighth century, even though 
important   Christian communities persisted in North Africa for many more 
centuries, and even though the consolidation of eff ective Muslim political 
and military authority would be diffi  cult and far from complete. 

 Th e study of dynamics involves the investigation of processes of and 
dimensions of forces that produce activity and change. Th e focus will be 
on processes of confl ict, some of which were violent,     and cumulative mili-
tary, political, and religious change in power     in that portion – the most 
important portion in Antiquity – which the Romans called “Africa” and 
many Arabs derivatively called “  Ifrīqiya,” roughly what is now Tunisia and 
adjacent eastern Algeria.       Isidore of Seville described Roman or Byzantine 
North Africa’s regions in antiquarian terminology and its inhabitants 
pejoratively in ethnic   stereotypes: Afri (North Africans) as “changeable,” 
meaning unstable, and Numidians as “wandering and errant and without 
a city.”     It is uncertain whether Byzantines shared Isidore’s clichés about 
North Africa. Byzantine Africa includes the late Roman and Byzantine 
provinces of Zeugitana (old Africa Proconsularis), Byzacena (or Byzacium) 
“rich in oil and so rich in its soil that seeds that are sown there return a 
crop nearly a hundredfold,”     Tripolitania, and Numidia, including to a 
modest extent what had once been Mauretania Sitifensis and Mauretania 
Caesariensis.     Byzantine North Africa is vast (see  Map  ). Th e core of 
what is under investigation lies in modern   Tunisia, according to offi  cial 

       Varieties of violence in Drake   .  
       Useful defi nition of power: Morgenthau and Th ompson   : , “When we speak of power, … 

we mean man’s control over the minds and actions of other men. By political power we refer to 
the mutual relations of control among holders of political authority and between the latter and 
the people at large. Political power is a psychological relation between those who exercise it and 
those over whom it is exercised.”  

       Mattingly and Hitchner   .  
       Regions: Isidore of Seville (Barney  et al .): .., p. . Peoples: Afri, Isidore of Seville (Barney 

 et al .): .., p. ; Numidia, Numidians, .., .., pp. , .  
       Isidore of Seville (Barney  et al .): .., p. ; Durliat   ; Desanges, sv. “Byzacium,”  EB  

–.  
       Defi nitions: Trousset   : –.  
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Tunisian claims, but includes coastal parts of modern Libya and much of 
eastern Algeria. Th e provinces of Numidia and Sitifensis in fact will receive 
more attention than they normally have in assessments of the Muslim con-
quests. Th e earliest Muslim conquests took place in those North African 
regions that the Byzantines and Romans had controlled, areas that lay 
closer to but not necessarily on the edge of the Mediterranean. Only later 
would there be profound alterations further to the south and west.      

 Th e problems of the Byzantine territorial remnant of modern northern 
Morocco that lies opposite Gibraltar, the province known as   Mauretania II 
Tingitana, are important but really more part of the history of the end of 
Visigothic and the beginning of Muslim Spain, and therefore not a main 
concern here.     Th e conditions there are poorly documented as is the polit-
ical, ecclesiastical, and military situation in the regions of what remained 
of the province of   Mauretania I Caesariensis, in central and western 
Algeria, which lay largely outside of eff ective Byzantine control. Th e his-
torian can say little about them here.     Nevertheless this inquiry includes 
some discussion of what happened in northern   Morocco. Muslims built 
intra-regional relationships in North Africa on a scale that did not exist in 
the classical and Byzantine eras. But that is for Islamicists to elaborate and 
is beyond the scope of this study  . 

              

 Th e frame of reference for this investigation is that of a Byzantinist and 
specialist on Late Antiquity who also has tried to investigate and assess 
Arabic, especially Muslim, sources, for early Islamic history. Th is is a study 
in Byzantine history as well as one in North African history. Responsibility 
for the loss of North Africa was a major political as well as religious issue 
for the imperial court and its opponents.   Maghribi critics may even won-
der whether imperial Byzantium receives too much attention and whether 
there is too much history from the top down. It is essential to understand 
how events and developments were part of the broader history of the 
Byzantine Empire and the degree to which imperial and North African 
interests and perspectives both did and did not coincide. Yet notions of 
edges and marginality are mutable. Margins are made and not born.     

       Vallejo Girvés   ; Siraj   ; Collins   ; Villaverde Vega   ; Arce   : –; Moreno 
  .  

       Jaidi   .  
       S. Alcock, “Making margins: From Achaia to Armenia,” paper delivered at the Program in the 

Ancient Mediterranean World Inaugural Conference “At the Edges of Empire: Interpreting 
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 Other problematics of terminology require a few words.     Th is investi-
gation involves military operations without any intent to make any value 
judgment on events. Although I am a Byzantinist, I do not seek to take the 
side of Byzantium, nor is this any apology for a Byzantium that made so 
many inept mistakes in its North African political and military policies. 
Th is is not a   Eurocentric history in which “the most signifi cant feature 
of Byzantium lies in its historic role in   protecting the Christian West in 
the early Middle Ages.”     Th e use of the concept of “invasion” or   conquest 
does not intend to imply any moral judgment on the Byzantine–Muslim 
struggle for Africa in terms of right or wrong.     I do not use the term  inva-
sion  or  conquest  with respect to any value judgment, merely to denote 
the fact of off ensive military operations conducted by Muslim military 
commanders against the Byzantines, who held territorial control after 
their reconquest of North Africa in the s. Sound Muslim   Maghribi 
historians such as  ʿ Abdulwahīd Dhanūn Ṭāha, Hichem   Djaït, Mohamed 
  Talbī, and Mohamed   Benabbès use the concept of conquest.     Military 
operations and some battles or, perhaps more accurately, armed clashes 
and skirmishes, did occur, although there were also many important cases 
in which Muslims successfully utilized diplomacy to woo autochthonous 
(local) people in North Africa to their side without signifi cant bloodshed. 

 With respect to methodology, unlike historians of the late nineteenth 
century and the beginning of the twentieth, today’s historians give less 
attention to institutions.     Th ere is another methodological problem, the 
  neglect of military history and the military dimension in history.     One 
cannot understand the Muslim conquest of North Africa exclusively in 
terms of religious, social, and cultural experiences. But   continuity existed 
in longer-term processes. Broader religious, social, and economic trends 

the Marginal Areas of the Roman World,” Th e University of Chicago, February , . 
Unpublished.  

       Lively discussions with historians of the faculty of history at the Faculty of Letters, University 
Mohammed V-Casablanca, Morocco, on January ,  alerted me to these issues.  

       Herrin   : xviii. A recurring simplistic theme that I. Ševčenko ably criticized in his  
 Slavic Review  :  book review of the second edition of vol.    of the  Cambridge Medieval 
History  (): “Th e great J. B. Bury wore blinkers, too, when he declared Byzantium’s chief pol-
itical function to have been that of the bulwark of Europe against Asiatic aggression (pp. xv–xvi 
[of the  fi rst edn. of  CMH  ]). However, in  it was more diffi  cult to escape cultural self-
 centeredness than in the s.”  

       I am aware of the sensitive reactions that the term  conquest  can elicit in the Maghrib and in fact I 
have experienced them myself in making oral presentations.  

       Ṭāha   ; Djaït   : chapter “La conquête arabe du maghreb (– H./– ap. J.-C.),” 
–; Talbī   ; Benabbès   .  

       But see Wood   .  
       Kaegi  a  and  b ; Henniger   ; Le Bohec   ; Loreto   .  
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were gradually transforming North Africa before and especially after the 
events of the seventh-century conquest and collapse of Byzantine  authority. 
Some may believe with justifi cation that those longer trends, shifts, and 
continuities are more important and more interesting than the conquest 
itself. However a conquest took place and Muslim sources use the term  con-
quest . One must try to understand seventh-century   warfare.     It is wrong 
moreover to envisage those wars as popular or  revolutionary or guer illa 
wars of the kind that have been common in the twentieth and twenty-
fi rst century. One cannot excise the military dimension from   history.     But 
this study requires the investigation of military politics or military unrest 
as well as military strategy and tactics, for a mulititude of considerations 
aff ected events and outcomes. As in the case of the initial Byzantine recon-
quest in the sixth century, spheres of religion and  military matters overlap 
and interact. A process of narrative reconstruction is necessary.     

 In order to understand the situation in Byzantine North Africa it is 
essential to appreciate the politics and the perspectives of   Constantinople, 
the capital of the Byzantine Empire. It was the Byzantine Empire whose 
emperor and subordinate commanders directed the available military 
forces in   Numidia,   Africa Proconsularis,   Byzacena, and   Tripolitania. It was 
receiving information, however distorted, from Syria about the Muslims 
and their potential and their intentions. Like it or not, Constantinople 
conceived its strategy and policies for North Africa in a larger framework. 
Its strategy was part of a bigger picture that stretched from Armenia to 
the Maghrib. Its framework presupposed the defense of maritime interests 
that included critical ports in Sicily and Sardinia and southern Italy. It 
was Constantinople’s leaders who had diplomatic and military relations 
with Muslims in Syria. Th e fi rst goal of the Byzantines was the defense 
of Constantinople and Anatolia, not North Africa. Yet without approval 
and intelligence and resources from Constantinople, there could be no 
viable defense of Byzantine North Africa.     However imperfect it was, 
Constantinople was constantly   receiving information and trying to make 

       Halsall   , including numbers (soldiers) –, and battle: –. See also Haldon   ; 
DeVries, “Medieval warfare and the value of human life” in Christie and Yazigi : –. 
Syvänne    is a selective, learned, and arbitrary overview that halts with the battle of 
Yarmūk in , without explaining that terminus. He gives little attention to North Africa. 
Methodological problems with some historiography of the face of battle: Wheeler    and   .  

       Remarks of Kaegi   : –.  
       Heather   : xiv judiciously comments that “… it is vitally important not to lose sight of nar-

rative in the midst of the current emphasis on ideology and perception, much of it inspired by 
recent trends in literary criticism,” also , .  

       Important collection of recent scholarship:  L’Afrique Vandale et Byzantine  (part ), which fi lls 
most of  AT   (), and the nd part in vol.  ().  
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sense out of political and military   intelligence about rising Muslim power 
in western Asia, Egypt, and adjacent regions. 

 Political and military leaders and advisers in Constantinople misunder-
stood North Africa’s autochthonous peoples when conceiving and initiat-
ing the Byzantine reconquest of Africa in –.       Byzantine historians of 
the reconquest and most notably the sixth-century   Procopius of Caesarea 
wrote about autochthonous North Africans without breaking out of older 
and misleading literary and cultural   stereotypes.     Twenty-fi rst century 
historians in their turn must try to avoid stereotypes about autochthonous 
North   Africans that bedeviled Roman, Byzantine, and colonial   historiog-
raphy, even though that may not be easy to do.     Th e controversial topic 
of   ethnicity receives most judicious handling in recent scholarship, which 
readers should consult.     

 Th is inquiry represents the results of an eff ort to reread Arabic, 
Byzantine, and Latin literary texts on the Islamic conquests in North 
Africa in the light of the latest research in several disciplines: history, reli-
gion, archaeology, numismatics, and Late Roman, Byzantine, and Islamic 
toponymics. I have tried to investigate   terrain as much as political condi-
tions have permitted. It is unrealistic to expect any quick solution to all of 
the problems, but scholarly knowledge of archaeology, source criticism, 
and historical methodology and of Byzantinology, Early Islamic studies, 
and Late Antique studies is so diff erent today from what it was at the end 
of World War II that it is worth trying to reread the sources with a fresh 
eye.     Each of these specialities in turn continues to evolve. It is improbable 
that this interpretative essay will satisfy specialists in every fi eld who have 
their own respective criteria. But this is an eff ort to synthesize a remarkable 
and admirable amount of new research by others and relate it to researches 
and perspectives that I have developed. 

 Conditions are changing. New reasons exist for a reevaluation of this 
subject. Th is investigation required consultation of not only   Byzantine 
history but also the pioneering scholarship on Late Antiquity, including its 
multiple spiritual dimensions, that has revolutionized many fi elds.     Late 

       Modéran  a : –.  
       Kaegi   ; Averil Cameron   ; Kaldellis   , but see review by Averil Cameron   :  AHR  

: .  
       Th e absence of locally written narratives and other documented evidence makes it much more 

diffi  cult to incorporate autochthonous peoples into history in any rigorous way.  
       Exemplary: Modéran  a . Caution about broader historiographical treatment of purported 

barbarian ethnicities in Late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages: Goff art   : –.  
       A diff erent eff ort by Sizgorich   , whose focus is not on North Africa but on Islam and Late 

Antiquity.  
       A seminal leader in this pioneering work is Peter Brown, some of whose earliest scholarship, 

including his magisterial biography  Augustine of Hippo  (st edn. ), investigated North Africa. 
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Antiquity, including its historiography, is better studied.     So is the  seventh 
century. As part of this process, the Muslim conquests in the Levant are 
beginning to be understood better, although many problems remain.     
Eff orts have begun to understand gaps and diff ering methodologies and 
to try to synthesize Late Antique, Early Islamic, and Byzantine History – 
simply put, to try to see interrelationships. Excellent topographical contri-
butions have improved knowledge of the sites and terrain.     Imperative is a 
reappraisal of many dimensions of North African history including North 
Africa’s relations with Europe and western Asia.     

 Th is is an attempt to reexamine materials in the light of new discover-
ies about seventh-century Byzantium and about Byzantine relations with 
Arabs and Muslims in the seventh century, and with respect to chan ging 
interpretations of broader conditions in the Late Antique world of the 
seventh century. It draws on research from Late Antique, Byzantine, and 
Early Islamic fi elds in an attempt to develop a critical historical synthesis. 
Th is is not easy to accomplish. Readers have a challenging spectrum of 
expectations to satisfy. 

 Travel and familiarization with relevant   terrain and archaeological sites 
preceded synthesis. Basic is the very old and unspectacular methodology of 
intensive, wide, patient, and attentive reading of diverse sources and modern 
scholarship in order to fi nd, collate, and synthesize:  Lesefrüchte  or  notes de 
lecture  or notes from reading. It was then possible, after extensive discussions 
with Early Islamicists, Maghribi historians and students, and Byzantinists, 
to make new connections and identify unnoticed   relationships over time 
and space, and to understand better which questions remain. 

 Many lacunae remain. In the future, team research may be necessary 
instead of individual historians preparing isolated narratives and mono-
graphs to accomplish this task of understanding North African history. It 
is desirable to accelerate and improve scholarly collaboration between dis-
ciplines that have become intensively specialized and separated  .                 

He contributed many valuable insights on issues of society, culture, and spirituality. See e.g., 
Brown   ;   ;   .  

       Retrospective and a peek ahead: Straw and Lim   .  
       Donner   ; Kaegi   ; Kaegi   ; Kennedy   , chapter “Into the Maghreb,” pp. –, 

surveys the Muslim conquest of North Africa. Sijpesteijn  a : –. Standard older narra-
tive on Egypt: Butler   . Survey of the conquest of North Africa in Churkakov   ; Mones 
  : –. Papers in Averil Cameron   .  

       French scholars such as Pol Trousset, Noel Duval, Jean Laporte, and Michel Christol have pio-
neered in topographical scholarship.  

       Horden and Purcell   .  
       Insightful and beautifully illustrated  tour d’ horizon : Pentz   .  
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